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Your Initial Office Visit  

for cataract (or RLE) consultation. 
 
Thanks for choosing us in your pursuit of better, healthier vision. As modern-day 
cataract & lens implant surgery continues to evolve, we are proud to offer the absolute 
latest technologies, know-how, and experience in helping you achieve a 
transformational visual outcome. 
 
 
What to Bring With You: 
 

• Your insurance cards, if applicable 

• Your pre-filled intake forms or online check in (otherwise please arrive 15 
minutes prior to your visit time to complete them onsite) 

• Your current eye drops (or list) 

• Your current glasses (we’ll measure them) 
 
What to Expect: 
 

Expect to be in the office for about 2 hours, where we will complete a very 
comprehensive evaluation and consultation. 

 
After check in, you will first see a technician for highly specialized measurements 
and diagnostic images, then you will be examined by our Optometrist, and then 
by Dr. Raviv. During the visit, your eyes will be dilated. Finally, if you decide to 
schedule a procedure, you’ll meet with one of our surgical counselors. 

 
 
If You Wear Contact Lenses: 
 

• Wear your glasses to the visit, if possible. In a perfect world, discontinue 
your soft contacts for 3 days prior to your office visit. 

• Bring your contact lens prescription (unopened contact lens case is fine) 

• If you wear hard/rigid contacts, you may require some time out of the contacts 
before your measurements/surgery. If you can stay out for 2 weeks before the 
consultation - great, otherwise come in as you are and we can discuss 
options. 

 
Shorter Initial Visit: 
A more abbreviated initial consult, without pupil dilation, can be arranged, but would require a second 
follow-up visit for further testing and pupil dilation. 
 


